
Laurie Lipton Drawings, Ronald H. Silverman Gallery, Photo Courtesy of Mika ChoLaurie Lipton: Compelling Drawings at CSULARonald H. Silverman Gallery, Los AngelesTHrough November 17, 2021Written by Genie
DavisIntensely detailed and large in scale, the impressive, large-scale pencil, pen, and charcoal drawings of Laurie Lipton, curated by Mika Cho are haunting and powerful. 16 black and white images make up Laurie
Lipton Drawings, a deceptively simple title for the complex black and white images displayed at CSULAâ€™s Ronald H. Silverman Gallery.Both an insightful and unnerving map of human society, Liptonâ€™s works were
created from 2009 through 2019.The artistâ€™s 2016 â€œEmotingâ€• depicts a factory assembly line as bleak, futuristically jerry-rigged, and an entire disheartening world. That world is one in which a slouching,
somewhat pot-bellied lone employee in a hardhat watches the factoryâ€™s product, smiley-faced white balls, coming off the assembly line. The factory itself is all gears and levers, a mix of Orwellian nightmare and sci-fi,
a steam punk setting that seems to be literally powered by steam â€“ a metaphor for hot air. A grimacing smile emanates from the factory furnace door, smaller, more benign but widely broad-lipped smiles fill the meters
on that furnace like menacing clowns. They appear on the pipes and gauges throughout the factory, until the most distilled and least disturbing version of the image appears on the small balls made there. A bleak white
light emanates from the windows behind the assembly line. There are broken pipes and bits of chain on the factory floor, and discarded balls, adding to the ominous ambiance of the place, as if it is barely still in existence,
its one lone worker hanging on, downtrodden, disregarded, equally in personal disrepair, and used to it. He is decidedly not smiling. Metaphorically it could be viewed as democracy in the election year of the immense
artworkâ€™s creation.Strikingly, Lipton continues this theme with 2020â€™s â€œPost-Truth,â€• another look at the same smiley face ball factory from above. In this scene the viewer is given a recognizable Trumpian
visual centerpiece. Placating little happy balls whir along efficiently in this view, and the top of Trumpâ€™s head combined with the rictus grin reminiscent of Gotham Cityâ€™s Joker is the centerpiece. Nine microphones
are trained to capture whatever this disembodied head is selling. Above and around the head, video monitors show simple smiley faces. Behind this outer rigging an entire bleak world spreads out behind
it.â€œNewsfeedâ€• (2019) offers a similarly bleak view of the increasing lack of truth and honesty at large and in media of all kinds, most explicitly referring here to the Facebook newsfeed. Here, too, a hideous and toothy
talking jaw yammers in a different factory-like room filled with TV monitors, with the image of mere silhouette on the central screen below it. The product here is exactly whatever the talking jaw says it is. Once again,
humor balances the horror of a world in which everything appears to be no more real than the sum of its manufactured fictional parts.From that humorous yet nightmarish existence, viewers move to see a mini-skirted,
over-dressed blonde walking her large and well-groomed poodle in â€œWalking the Dog.â€• The old saw that people look like their dogs is true here: Â the womanâ€™s very feet are positioned almost identically to that of
her poodleâ€™s prancing paws. Both exhibit the same puffy and almost glowingly white hair/fur. And seeing the work, you canâ€™t help but feel the woman is as leashed to her attempts at a glamorous life (she evokes
LAâ€™s iconic blonde, aging, but perpetual starlette, Angelyne) as her poodle is to her. Both could be viewed as coiffed by the necessity to please their personal world. The dogâ€™s eyes show resentment and
recognition, whether of its pampered, leashed lifestyle or the very act of being walked we canâ€™t tell â€“ but the eyes are practically upraised as if asking the viewer to agree that â€œthis is ridiculous, right?â€•Â  Again
there is a sense of ironic humor in the situation, a dark undercurrent to this life that is rising to the surface.Liptonâ€™s charcoal and pencil â€œSelfieâ€• presents a vast dome, its many panes made up of video screens
revealing a smiling woman. In the foreground stands a faceless man who holds a selfie-stick aloft for his cell-phone camera to record. Above the dark doorway behind him, a Facebook â€œlikeâ€• thumbs-up is etched in
the entranceway. His face is a glowing white orb, as if it were consumed by the media he is trying to use to record it, or by the social network he is attempting to please.The luminous, light-filled quality of each of
Liptonâ€™s works makes each image intensely real, pulling viewers into a black and white world both terribly alike and thankfully still somewhat separate from our own. Like the poodle in â€œWalking the Dog,â€• we
must agree that the situation of our modern lives, and our nation, is pretty ridiculous. The humor underpinning darkness, and perhaps sustaining us against consumption by it, is what makes the artistâ€™s work both so
potent, fascinating, and terrifying. The artistâ€™s work makes it beautiful, too.The well-curated exhibition also included a video of Lipton at work as well as a large-scale photograph of Lipton drawing. With this exhibition,
Cho and the CSULA gallery continue to offer provocative and smart exhibitions that challenge and engage viewers.Ronald H. Silverman Fine Arts GalleryHank Willis Thomas, Land of the Free, 2021. Mixed media
including decommissioned prison uniforms. 80 x 139 x 2.5 inches. Â© Hank Willis Thomas. Photography: Flying Studio, Los Angeles. Courtesy of the artist and Kayne Griffin, Los AngelesHank Willis Thomas: Another
Justice: Divided We Stand.Kayne Griffin, Los AngelesThrough January 8, 2022Written by David S. RubinWhereas we commonly refer to having a set opinion as â€œseeing in black and white,â€• Hank Willis Thomas
masterfully points out in his brilliant and powerful exhibition at Kayne Griffin, that today, in America, having fixed beliefs has actually become a matter of â€œseeing in red and blue.â€• Through his innovative repurposing
of American flags and U.S. prison uniforms, Thomas opens up a timely and necessary dialogue about todayâ€™s opposing political ideologies, authoritarianism and democracy, which respectively are the defining
characteristics of the Republican and Democratic parties at the present moment. At the core of his discourse, as in all of his earlier works, are confrontations with the perils of racism and dreams of attaining equality and
justice once and for all.Two monumental quilts made by cutting up and reconfiguring American flags articulate the contrasts between our nationâ€™s longtime political parties with tremendous force and clarity. Standing
12 feet tall and spanning 24 feet across one gallery wall, Imagined Lines is an optically charged composition of red and white vertical bars made by rotating the striped areas of American flags ninety degrees and joining
them together. The stripes that once symbolized the original thirteen colonies have thus been converted into vertical striations that suggest prison bars, with their color red now taking on connotations of bloodshed and
violence. Mounted on the adjoining wall and nearly the same size, A New Constellation features an allover composition of white stars against a blue field that has been constructed from thirty American flag star fields.
When seen in this fashion, the stars lose their previous identities as symbols of states, having become metaphoric signifiers of individual people, each occupying the same amount of space and coexisting peacefully.
Compared to the harshness and confrontational aesthetics of its red and white counterpart, A New Constellation offers an appropriately softer and almost comforting tone. The stark differences between the attitudes and
goals of the red state and the blue state elected officials could not be any more apparent here.In a related series, Thomas delves deeper into one of the most troubling aspects of the authoritarian side of the great divide:
the perpetuation of a mass incarceration system grounded in systemic racism. Each of the six quilts in this series was constructed from a prison uniform, which Thomas cut apart into fragments that he then rearranged to
form labyrinths, perfect metaphors for the confines and monotony of prison life. Embedded within each maze is a word or phrase representing traditional American ideals. In two examples made from red and white striped
uniforms, the text is particularly difficult to decipher, but reading the titles reveal that the camouflaged words are â€˜AMERICAâ€™ and â€˜LAND OF THE FREEâ€™. The message here seems to be that American
freedom is currently seriously constrained by an ultra-restrictive system of oppression. Although the word â€˜Libertyâ€™ is similarly obfuscated within a blue maze in another example, two instances of the term
â€˜INMATEâ€™, a found word imprinted by the manufacturer on the prison uniforms, clue us in to the workâ€™s intended meaning. The same is true of a green and white version, where both the color and the hidden
word â€˜CAPITALâ€™ point to the money making aspect of American prisons. The most legible works in the series are a black and white example that spells out â€œWe The Peopleâ€• and a red and white one that
simply reads â€˜JUSTICE.â€™ The color symbolism in the former serves as a strong reminder that â€œBlack Lives Matter,â€• while the overall precision of the latter shines a spotlight on the movementâ€™s end
game.Also on view in the Kayne Griffin courtyard is a larger scale version of Thomasâ€™ earlier pedestal sculpture Strike, which is based on a section of Strike Scene, a 1934 lithograph by the Russian-American painter
and printmaker Louis Lozowick. The structure depicts the intersection of two human arms in a stop-action moment, where one grabs the wrist of the other, which holds a police baton. Whether the batonâ€™s swinging
movement is being assisted or obstructed remains somewhat ambiguous, yet as a symbol for conquering racial tensions in the United States, the sculpture rises out of the ground like a triumphant phoenix.Betzi Stein, Art
World Friends and Strangers, Photo courtesy of the artist and TAG Gallery.Betzi Stein: Art World Friends and Strangers Come TogetherTag Gallery, Los AngelesTHrough December 11, 2021Written by Genie DavisBetzi
Steinâ€™s solo exhibition at TAG Gallery, Art World Friends and Strangers is a tour de force of the human spirit. Vibrant colors, realistic and beautifully alive figurative work, along with layers of feeling, are poured into
these works of epic portraiture.Whether creating a full-body self-portrait of â€œLife Size Meâ€• or a three-panel triptych titular piece encompassing dozens of people, there is a palpable joy to this work that resonates
through each painting directly to the viewer.Based primarily on actual, individual photographs sheâ€™s taken of her subjects, or compilations of photographs, Stein creates a rich panoply of human emotion in her acrylic
on canvas works. Most of her depictions of herself and the Los Angeles art community are exuberant, such as three friends standing close together in â€œArt Ladies (Three Very Accomplished Artists of a Certain Age.â€•
The women are dressed for an opening, the center figure clad in a deep gold sweater, while the artist on the viewerâ€™s left, caught in mid-conversation, wears an outsize necklace and rings. To the right, the smiling
artist sports a bright aqua purse, another large necklace, and a most radiant smile. The cascading wild beauty of artist April Beyâ€™s hair is on full-leonine display in â€œAprilâ€™s Hair;â€• Stein herself beams next to Ai
Weiwei in a depiction of a photo taken by Weiwei in â€œAssembly Line Selfie.â€•Happiness is a key element of each of her â€œart friendsâ€• paintings. The three, 36 x 48 panels of the triptych â€œArt World Friends
and Strangersâ€• are each packed with it. A group of three, captured from behind, arms linked, pose for photos taken by another friend; a photographic artist leans forward to view an image on a phone taken by another
duo. Groups of four, including Stein, beam for a selfie. A beautiful young woman in ripped jeans, halter top and art show lanyard looks off to the side, contemplating. Wearing a museum-admission tag, another woman
looks down at her phone; a man crouches down to view a low-hung circular image; a woman adjusts her glasses to better view an artwork; and wearing a dangling earring, an artist engages with anotherâ€™s work in a
superb, moving profile. A sweet surprise for me: there I am taking a photo of someoneâ€™s work (something I do quite a bit). There are many patterns and prints in bright fabric on the figures; vividly colorful artworks
behind them. Knowing many of the people on the three panel
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